ABSTRACT. We study error estimates and their convergence rates for a approximate solutions of spectral Galerkin type for the equations for the motion of a viscaus chemical active fluid in a baunded domain. We find error estimates that are uniform in time and amo optimal in the L 2-norm and H1-norm. New estimates in the H1-norm are given.
INTRODUCTION
In this work we will study error estimates and their respective convergence rates fin approximate solutions of spectral Galerkin type for the equations for the motion of a viscaus chemical active fluid. These equations are considered in a baunded domain fi C ]R 3, with boundary 1', in the time intervai [0, +00). To describe them, let u(t, x) e ]Rt6(t,x) E IR, t,x) E IR and p(t,x) E IR denote respectively the unknown velocity, temperature, the concentration of material in tSe liquid, aud tSe pressure at time 1 E [0,co), at point x E fi. Ihen, the governing equations at level of Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation are Vn-Att + Vp = j + (6+ 4jg,.
-~+ u. 1 u(0,x) = uo(z),~(0,z) 6o(z),~(0,x) = «x) in fi llere, j(i,z) E IR3, g(t,x) e lEO, f(t,x),h(t,x) E IR. are known external saurces; u > O is tSe viscosity of fluid, kg and are the termal and solute diffusity, respectively. Oi and~are known functions;~o, 6ã nd~b 0are given fnnctions on the variable z E fi.
The expressions A, V and div denote tSe gradient, Laplacian and divergence operators, respectively (we also denote~by itt or btu); at 43 tSe idi component of (u.S 7) u is given by [(u tSe derivation and physical discussion of equation (1.1) see, for instance, Joseph [7] .
We observe that this model of fluid includes as a particular case tSe classica] Navier-Stokes, which has been mnch studied (see, for instance, the classical books by Ladyzhenkaya [9] , Lions [10] and Temam [21] and the references there in). It also includes the classical Boussinesq's problem (or Bernard's problem), (in the case when chemical reactions are absent:~O) which Sas been investigated by several anthors; see for instance Hishida [6] , Korenev [8] , Morimoto [12] , Shinbrot and Kotorynski [20] and references therein.
Concerning system (1.1). Belov and Kapitanov [2] study the stabillty of tSe solutions of the system (1.1) witli different boundary conditions. They used linearization and fixed point arguments.
More interessed in techniques direct]y related with numerical applications, Rojas-Medar and Lorca [15] , [17] established tSe local and global existence of strong solutions of(1.1), (1.2) by thespectral Galerkin methods (see Rojas-Medar and Lorca [15] ; [17] ; [18] and also tSe next section br tSe precise statements of the resu]ts). Here, tSe word spectral 18 used in tSe sense that the eigenfunctions of tSe associated Stokes and Laplacian operators are used as the approximation basis.
In this paper we are interessed in establishing error estimate, uniform in time and tSe convergence rates of these spectral approximations in several norms. But, before we describe our results, let us briefly comment related results.
In [13] , Rautmann gaye a systematic development of error estimates for the spectral Galerkin approximations to classica] Navier-Stokes eqilations.
Ihese error estimates are local in the sense that, they depend on functions that grow exponentially with time, and, as observed by Heywood [5] , tSis la tSe best that can be expected without further assumptions on the stabi]ity of tSe solution being approximated. Working with tSe clasaical Navier-Stokes equations and assuming tSe uniform in time in tSe L 2-norm of the gradient of the velocity (which la usuaily obtained in global existence theorem) and tSe exponential stabillty in the H1-norm of the solution (which is natural), in tSe same paper [5] , Heywood was able to derive an optimal uniform in time error estimates for tSe velocity in tSe H'-norm. Assurning exponential stability iii the L2-norm, Salvi in [19] proved an optimal uniform in time error estimate for the velocity in the L2-norm also for tSe clasaical Navier-Stokes equationa.
Also, without explicity assuming the 12 (or H') -exponential stability (this being in general difficult to verify), Rojas-Medar and Boldrini [14] proved an uniform iii time optimal error estimates for the spectral Galerkin approximations in the H 1 and 12 norms, under requirement tliat the external force fleid has a mild form of decay (anaiogous requirements will be considered will be considered in this work).
Concerning system (1.1)-(1.2), in a previnus work [16] tSe authors obtained a local in time optimal 12 and ff' error estimates.
lix this work, we will generailzed the results of [14] to system (1.1) -(1.2), aud we obtain the optimal error estimates uniform in time.
TSe paper la organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe Ihe approximations, we state certain known results that will be used later oxx in tSe paper, and we derive certain a priori estimates. lix Section 3 we obtain our optimal L2-estimate; in Section 4 we derive our, optimal H'-estimate, and in Section 5 we present two new estimates in the H1-norm. We would llke to say that this estimates are aiso true for the Navier-Stokes equations. Consequently, this estimates complements tSe results obtained cariler by Rautmann [13j, Heywood [5] , and RojasMedar and Boldrini [14] .
We observe that, as it is usual, we will denote by Ca generic positive constant depending only on fi and the data of tSe problem.
PRELIMINARIES AND A PRIORI ESTIMATES
We start by recafling certain deflnitions and facts that will be used in the rest of tSe paper.
In what follows we will asaume fi of class C1'1. Wc will consider the usual Sobolev spaces To easy the notation, un the rest of this paper the functions wSicS are IR or IR 3 valued wiII not be notationally distinguished; the distinction will be clear from tSe context. 
From now on, we denote the inner product in H (i.e., tSe L2-inner product) by ( , ). The general L~-norm will denoted by IIL'; to easy the notation, in tSe case p = 2 we simply denote the L2-norm by flfl.
We observe that for the regularity properties of tSe Stokes operator, it is usuahly assumed that fi is of class C3; this being in order to use Cattabriga's results [3] . We use instead tSe stronger results of Amrouche and Girault [1] which implies, in particular, that when Aix E (L2(fi))3
then u E H2(fi) and IInIIw and IIAuII are equivalent when fi is of class C1'1. This will be enough for ah of the results in this paper.
TSe same remark is vahid for tSe Laplacian operator E = -A L2(fi) -. L2(fi) with tSe Dirichlet boundary conditions with domain
We shall denote by wk(z) and Ak the eigenfunctions and tSe elgenvalues of the Stokes operator. It is well knawn (see [4] , [21] ) that wk (x) are orthogonal in tSe inner product (.,.), (Vu,Vv) ,(Au,Av) and complete un the spaces II, V and H2 fl V, respectively.
For each A, E N, we denote by 14 tSe orthogonal projection from
TSe following results can be found un Rautmann's paper [13] .
FnrtSer inbormations on the Stokes operator and spaces ob divergence-bree bunctions can be found un Constantin and Foias [4] and Temam [21] .
Now, let us denote E = -A L2(fi) -~12(n) witS tSe DiricSlet bóundary conditions with domain D(B) -H'(fi)flH2(fl) and sok(x)r<yb
e the eigenbunctions and eigenvaiues of E, respectively. As it is weII known, ah the aboye porperties have a corresponding nne for E.
We will denote Rk, k E N, tSe orthogonal projection ob 12(n) onto
Before we give tSe definition ob strong solution, we transborm prob1cm (1.1)-(1.2) into another problem with Somogeneous boundary value. lix order to do it, we consider extensions 62 and *2 ob the functions 6ã nd~, respectively, sucS that b~6 2-A62=O ; Ot*2-At2=Oin(O,oo)xfl, 
where gí = (62 + *2)9 + j. ¡¡ere, without Ioosing generahity br our purposes, we have put tSe viscosity and coefficients ob diffusity to be one.
We observe that the problem (1.1)-(1.2) is equivalent to the problem (2.2)-(2.4); with this is mmd, it is enough to study the problem (2.2)-(2.4).
With tSe aboye notation, we write problem (2.2)-(2.4) as follows:
which is equivalent to tSe weak form
The aboye fllnctions (u, 6, *) are called strong solutions bor the system (2.2)-(2.4).
Concerning the existence of solutions for tSe aboye equations, one way to proceed is to use tSe Galerkin method. That is, we consider tSe
which is equivalent to tSe weak borm We will need, to obtain optimal rate ob convergence, tSe bollowing stronger TSeorem, also proved un [17] 
OPTIMAL 12-ERROR ESTIMATES
In this section aix nniform un time optimal t-error estimates will be derived. The analysis wiIl be done by using the following facts. Leí 00 00 00 
Analogously as in Ihe proof of tSe Theorem 3.2, and with tSe same notation, we only have to proof the bollowing. Proof. By using tlie Lemma 3.1, aixd the estimates given 18 the Theorem 2.2 and the inequality (3.11), we Save the required resulí. 
OPTIMAL ¡<'-ERROR ESTIMATES UNIFORM IN TIME
In ISis section an nniform un time optimai fi' error estimate will be derived. 
11V
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Praof. By taking tSe inner product in (12(fi))3 of identity (3.4) with ,4' and tSe inner product in L2(fi) of (3.5), (3.6) with y~and a~, repectively, we obtain ±=IIVnhII2± ¡¡~fl¡2 = ((c" + yflg,27fl + ((6" + a")g,~~)
2 di
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We estimate tSe right-hand side of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) ob the following manner. From tSe llélder and Young inequalities, and by using tSe Sobolev embedding fi 1~L6, f¡2 '-# L~, we Save 1 ¡(e" + i49g, 27fl¡ = C(lIVc"112 + ¡¡Vy"1I2)¡¡gI¡ja + -¡uPu2, 12 ¡(6" + a")g, i~flj =c(lív¿h112 + ¡jVa"112)f I~iIb + y1 
FURTHER HIGHER ORDER ESTIMATES
Lix tliis section aix uniform un time optimad W error estimate (resp.
¡<')
will be derived bor u~(resp. 6~and *~) and Att (resp. RO and 11*). Consequently,
On the other hand, we have
2¡¡v¡¡v~ (5.6) tSanks to the Theorem 4.1.
Also,
+ ¡((6 + *)y, (P -P~)v)I + ¡(91, (P -Pk)v)¡.
Since ti E V, Lemma 2.1 and TSeorem 2. for aH t > O.
Proof. We will proy~(5.12). Ihe other estimates are analogously proyed.
Inequality (5.4) implies
-tt'9¡¡v. =¡Inc -itP¡¡v. + ¡¡F"¡¡v.. fly using tSe aboye theorem, we Save the desired result. U
